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atricia Cornwell’s novels may be
replete with the grim realities of
death, but they are nothing
compared to the grimmer realities of
her early life.
Aged just five when her father
walked out on the family on Christmas
Day, she was molested by a local
patrolman shortly afterwards,
requiring her to testify in front of a
grand jury as a young child. Her
mother Marilyn, who suffered from
chronic depression, was hospitalised
for large swathes of her daughter’s
childhood, leaving the young Patricia
to be placed periodically into care. Her
foster mother would verbally abuse
and bully her and force-feed her meals
(which led to Cornwell’s subsequent
anorexia). Perhaps most cruelly of all,
she left her beloved dog locked in the
basement to die of neglect. So it’s little
wonder that the memory of her
childhood casts a significant shadow
over her work.
“When I was in that foster care
situation, which was so dreadful I was
literally held hostage there, my
pipedream would have been for
someone like Scarpetta to have shown
up at the door,” she says. “Then I would
have looked at that [foster] lady and
said. ‘You are so f----d right now’. I
created a character who would have
rescued me as a child, who would have
saved me. And in a way,” adds
Cornwell, “she did.”
Cornwell’s latest book, Livid, is the
26th novel in the Kay Scarpetta series
and a certain bestseller to add to her
worldwide sales to date of 120 million.
By anyone’s estimation, her life,
particularly given its bleak beginnings,
has been a resounding success (her net
worth is estimated at around
£22 million).
Scarpetta is her most famous
creation and, as she implies today, in
many ways her salvation too. A medical
examiner with an unerring
compulsion to deliver justice for the
many murder victims who come her
way, Scarpetta might never have come
about, Cornwell admits, had it not
been for the trials of her childhood.
When she first made her appearance in
Cornwell’s 1990 novel, Postmortem,
she essentially kick-started the world’s
fascination with forensic pathology.
But as shows such as CSI, Silent
Witness and Waking the Dead flooded

publishers. Frustrated, she sought the
advice of an editor who told her to
focus on one of the novels’ minor
characters – the female medical
examiner – “because I want to see
what you see in the morgue”. Thus,
Scarpetta was born.
The success of the Scarpetta novels
lies largely with Cornwell’s attention to
detail: the sights, sounds and smells of
the autopsy room. She also knows how
to craft a mean page-turner and Livid
is no exception. After Scarpetta is
called to the scene of an apparent
aggravated burglary, she learns that a
far more sinister plot is underfoot, all
of which is set against the backdrop of
a sensational murder trial. As ever,
Cornwell has researched her subject
matter diligently, with the killer in this
instance using a hi-tech microwave
weapon which causes Havana
syndrome – a mystery illness said to
have first been experienced in 2016 by
American diplomats serving in Cuba,
with symptoms ranging from ringing
ears and headaches to cognitive
impairment. “I’ve seen a death by
microwave energy and I’m not going
to talk about it because it’s just too
awful,” says Cornwell, “but not seeing
things doesn’t make them not true. I
feel like Scarpetta does – I can’t avert
my gaze. We need to learn what’s out
there so that we can guard against it.”
The action is set in and around
Wallops Island, Virginia, home to a
Nasa spaceport as well as a prime
fishing location. “I couldn’t say
‘fishermen’ in my book,” she says,
“because I knew somebody was going
to say: you can’t use ‘fishermen’
anymore, so I tried ‘fisherpeople’. And
then I found a way to avoid
fisheranything because I couldn’t
come up with a word.”
With the current sensitivity around
words which could cause offence, she
admits that some of her earlier books
“would probably be on the chopping
block” today and alludes to her 1997
novel, Hornet’s Nest.
“Back then, if a male was dressing
as a female or the other way round,
the cops would call them ‘shims’ as in
‘she-him’ and I wrote it because it
was true to what was said at the time.
But I feel sensitive about that now
and I’m sorry that any of that is in
there,” she adds, “even though that
was 25 years ago.”

‘I created a character
who would have
rescued me, saved
me, as a child’

‘I think J K Rowling
is brave and says
exactly what she
thinks’

the TV schedules, Scarpetta, despite
many aborted attempts, was never
adapted for the screen and remained
maddeningly rooted within the pages
of Cornwell’s novels.
“It used to make me very aggravated
that these shows leapfrogged over
Scarpetta, and to be honest, I can get
aggravated even now!” she laughs.
“When I think of how many Scarpetta
books I’ve written and how many
times they’ve reached Number One,
it’s just stunning that she has managed
to evade every screen there ever was.”
Even worse, Cornwell’s own novels
have been pillaged to create other
people’s content. “I remember a
producer once telling me that he
arranged for somebody to read
everything I wrote just so that they
could get ideas for their own show.”
But Scarpetta fans finally appear to be
in luck: Cornwell’s friend, Hollywood
actress Jamie Lee Curtis, is currently
developing the series under her
production company, Comet Pictures,
“and for the first time,” she says, “I
really feel like this is going to work.”
She is speaking over Zoom from her
office overlooking Boston Harbour, in
the home she shares with her wife of 17
years, Harvard neuroscientist, Staci
Gruber. In a navy blue Nasa sweatshirt,
beige trousers and cashmere socks
“bought from a shop next to the Savoy
in London”, Cornwell cuts a trim and
athletic figure that belies her 66 years.
“But I hate ageing, hate it, and
every time I walk past the mirror I
say, ‘Who broke into my house? Oh
no, that’s me!’ I don’t like getting
older one bit and I fight it tooth and
nail.” Once a proponent of Botox and
cosmetic surgery, “I haven’t done it
in recent years and wouldn’t
anymore as a lot of these things over
time are not necessarily helpful. But
the thing in this day and age is to stay
fit and active.”
Over the years, as part of the
meticulous research she has
undertaken for her novels, she has
learned to scuba dive and even trained
as a helicopter pilot, “and if I’m not fit,
I can’t climb into the helicopter which
would be really embarrassing,” she
says. “I have a set of weights in my
office and when I’m on the phone, I
walk in circles just to keep moving.”
In spite of her repeated assertions
that she and her creation are not one
and the same, it’s difficult not to draw
parallels between Cornwell and the
fearless Scarpetta – from their similar
physical attributes (short blonde hair
framing an inquisitive face) right down
to a shared deep empathy for the
victim. Though she can also be
self-critical, and very hard on herself.
She explains that her books “are
kind of my kids – I give them my whole
life – and you can ask Staci because
there’s not a whole lot left over when
I’ve finished writing”, but later makes
the candid admission that having
never had children, “I regret it.”
She says: “I think it’s a wonderful
thing to have kids. People who have
very intense careers yet still manage to
raise children, like Agatha Christie for
example. I really think that’s a failing
on my part.”
While Cornwell can speak at length
about autopsies, violence and death, it
comes as some surprise that

While she welcomes the fact that
language is constantly evolving,
“everything is about balance and
common sense. If somebody tries to
get me to change language to the point
where I can’t express myself anymore,
then that becomes a different story.” As
if to illustrate the point, we have a
slightly confusing exchange about the
use of the word “they” to denote a
person whose gender is non-binary,
and how some readers may take “they”
to mean two people.
“I have a character in mind who
would actually get into the non-binary
thing, but I haven’t figured out how to
use that language without causing
confusion. It’s a challenge,” says
Cornwell, “and I kind of look forward
to it.” Does she really? One need only
look at the Twitter backlash
JK Rowling faced when she objected to
the use of the phrase “people who
menstruate” over the word “women”.
“I think she is brave and says exactly
what she thinks,” Cornwell says. “What
she has done is remarkable – she
changed the world with her books. The
thing is, you can’t be her and not have
people pick on you, whether you
deserve it or not.” Cornwell adds: “I
think we’re much too quick to vilify
people and social media has become a
weapon that way. In terms of getting
cancelled by social media… I try to be
careful because it doesn’t take much
these days, but I don’t sit around
worrying about it. My biggest fear is
telling a crummy story.”
Certainly, her fans are hoping that
her greatest creation, Scarpetta, finally
gets the on-screen treatment she
deserves. The series is in “very active
development” with Jamie Lee Curtis’s
production company.
Curtis initially considered
Cornwell’s Captain Chase series –
novels featuring a female Nasa security
expert. “But those space thrillers went
over like a lead balloon [with readers],
because it seems people like the
morgue better than a spaceship, so
Jamie and I started talking about
Scarpetta instead. I feel she’s in very
competent hands with Jamie because
she’s an engineer – she builds
something from the ground up.
“She even thinks like Scarpetta,”
marvels Cornwell.
Noticing that Curtis always
positioned herself near the door
during events they attended together,
“I said, ‘Why do you do that?’ and she
said, ‘Oh, you always have to think
about how you’re going to get out’.
She’s constantly thinking: what if? And
if we’re walking down the street, she’ll
say, ‘We’d better not turn down that
alleyway just in case’. I told her, ‘You’re
even worse than I am and I didn’t think
that was possible!’”
Cornwell writes crime fiction, she
says, to make sense of the world, but
perhaps subconsciously to also mete
out justice to the bad guys who
terrorised her as a helpless child.
“I think your pain becomes your
poetry, your gift,” she admits. “It
sounds weird to say, but even though I
don’t want to relive my childhood, I
wouldn’t trade anything about the way
I grew up.”
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‘Social media has become a weapon,
but I’m not scared of cancel culture’
The bestselling crime writer on her legacy, the impact of a cruel upbringing on her
reluctance over motherhood, and how society is too quick to vilify. By Lina Das
motherhood, or its absence, is a
subject upon which she has rarely
touched. Though she admits that her
wealth has enabled her to “put a lot of
kids through school, so I try to make
up for it in ways”, certain regrets
remain. “I think people who raise a
family and do it well are a gift to the
whole world. Even my own mother did
the best she could with what she was
dealt.” She pauses. “I don’t think I ever
really learned what it would be like to
be a good parent and that probably had
a lot of bearing on me being very afraid
of having or adopting children – being
afraid I’d be a bad mother, especially. I
would feel terrible if I neglected some
child the way I know it feels to be
neglected.”
While fear was a factor in not
becoming a mother, in truth, the
decision was partly made for her.
“Nobody knows this but my mother
was on a medication when she was
pregnant with me – something called
diethylstilbestrol, which was to
prevent miscarriage – and it created
some stuff with me that meant I wasn’t
sure I could have kids, so I knew that
from a very early age.” Yet she had

other reasons for not wanting to
embark on motherhood. Her mother’s
mental health issues meant that as a
child, the young Patricia was having to
take care of her. “I was made to feel
that if things didn’t go well with her, it
was because I wasn’t doing a good
enough job taking care of the house or
cleaning up. And she would get
depressed again.” Feeling that her
mother was her child, “I didn’t want to
take care of anybody else like this
again,” she says. “I thought, ‘What if
my whole life is this?’”
After graduating from North
Carolina’s Davidson College, at 24 she
embarked on her first marriage to one
of her English professors, Charles
Cornwell, some 17 years her senior.
“Charlie didn’t want children at the
time either,” she says, “but if I’m being
honest, I was just scared.”
She is only talking about this now,
she says, because her mother is in
hospice care and having suffered a
stroke a few years ago, remarks
Cornwell, “she hasn’t been able to talk
and I’m not sure she even knows who
anybody is anymore.” Cornwell herself
was just nine when her mother

spiralled into a psychotic depression
and, having developed an obsession
with the American evangelist Billy
Graham, deposited Patricia and her
brothers Jim and John outside the
Graham home with a note entreating
him to raise her children, which he did
briefly before they were eventually
fostered.
“She knew she couldn’t take care of
us, so what better thing could she have
done than leave us on the doorstep of
Billy and Ruth Graham?” asks
Cornwell. “That was like being left at
Buckingham Palace.”
Two years ago, she returned to the
Graham home and found that, despite
the stellar personal journey she had
made from troubled child to worldrenowned author, in the small town of
Montreat, North Carolina, where she
grew up, she was “still considered
persona non grata”.
Her marriage to Charles had ended
in 1989 and, eight years later, she was
publicly outed when her affair with an
FBI agent, Margo Bennett, was
splashed across the headlines
(Bennett’s husband Eugene was jailed
for 23 years for plotting to kill his wife).

On her return to Montreat, she was
informed by Graham’s secretary that if
she had only “straightened out” her
life, she might have gone on to become
the next CS Lewis – one of the foremost
Christian authors of the 20th century.
What did she mean, “straightened
out”? “I guess because I’m such a
sinner,” Cornwell explains. “I use
profanity, I write secular books, I’m
divorced, I’m gay. The list is long, my
dear,” she laughs, “and the Pearly Gates
are moving farther and farther away.
I’m fine with who I am,” she continues,
“but it would be a lie if I told you it
doesn’t hurt my feelings that those
people who I grew up around don’t
view me the same way.”
Ironically, it was Graham’s wife who
was one of the first to recognise and
encourage Cornwell’s writing ability.
She began her writing career as a
crime reporter for The Charlotte
Observer, eventually taking a job at the
chief medical examiner’s office in
Virginia as a technical writer, where
for six years she was able to witness
countless autopsies. In the meantime,
she churned out three detective
novels, all of which were rejected by

‘Livid’ by Patricia Cornwell is published
by Sphere on Oct 25, hardback RRP £22

